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3rd and 4th Classes 



The Whizz Quiz – Week 4

Hi boys,

Welcome to week 4 of the Whizz Quiz! Let’s continue our 
school quiz, but don’t forget, as you guys are at home, your 
teachers will not be keeping score! Just have fun and try to 
beat your own score from last week!

So, here you go with more fun questions, tricky teasers and, 
for this term only, our ‘Baby Teachers’ picture questions! 

Enjoy!             

Mr. Réamonn



The Whizz Quiz
Rules

There are 13 questions altogether. The first question is a 
warm-up and worth one point.

The other 12 questions are each worth 2 points

That’s a max of 25 points!



Your best 4 scores will count so keep note 
of your score every week and add together 
your best 4 scores to give you a score out 
of 100!



If you get an answer almost right or half right, give yourself 
one point instead of two points. 

For example, suppose the question is:

“Name two colours of the rainbow” 

and you write “Red and brown.”

Red is right, but brown is not. 

You would earn 1 point!



Don’t worry too much about spelling. If your 
answer is right, you’ll get the points so long as 
your spelling is close enough.

Unless, of course, it’s a spelling question! 



Enjoy the quiz and hopefully you will learn 
a few things from it too. 

When the quiz is finished, all of the 
questions will be shown on the last page to 
allow you to do a quick check. 

Good Luck . . . Here goes !



Question 1

CHARM is an anagram of which month of 
the year? 



Question 2

How many playing cards are there in a 
whole deck? 

(not counting any jokers!) 



Question 3

The Tricky Teaser

What 5-letter word is always pronounced 
wrong? 



Question 4

In which American city is the Statue of 
Liberty located?   

(a) New York   
(b) Las Vegas   
(c) Washington



Question 5

Where in the body would you find 
molars, incisors and canines?   

(a) in your ear   
(b) in your chest   
(c) in your mouth 



Question 6

Is a cucumber a fruit or a vegetable? 



Question 7

To which family of instruments does 
the flute belong?   

(a) brass   
(b) woodwind  
(c) string



Question 8

Marvel Dingbats -



Question 9

Cad é seo?   

(a) cathaoir
(b) stól
(c) tolg



Question 10

In sport, are the hammer and javelin
field events or track events? 



Question 11

What black and white animal loves to eat 
bamboo shoots?   

(a) panda
(b) zebra   
(c) penguin



Question 12

Baby Teachers –

Which teacher in 
St. Pius did this 
little boy grow up 
to be?



Question 13 – The Whizz Quiz question 

I will give you a clue and the answer I want is a 
pair of rhyming words that mean the same as 
the clue.

Remember the examples? 

Clue: ‘An unhappy boy’ ….    Answer: SAD LAD

Clue: ‘An ill baby hen’  ….  Answer: SICK CHICK

So, here’s the one for you….



Question 13

Clue:

‘A flying mammal that is not thin?’

Answer:    _ _ _     _ _ _



Question Recap

1. CHARM is an anagram of which month of the year? 
2. How many playing cards are there in a whole deck (not counting any jokers)?
3. The Tricky Teaser – What 5-letter word is always pronounced wrong? 
4. In which American city is the Statue of Liberty located?   

(a) New York   (b) Las Vegas   (c) Washington
5. Where in the body would you find molars, incisors and canines?   

(a) in your ear   (b) in your chest   (c) in your mouth  
6. Is a cucumber a fruit or a vegetable? 
7. To which family of instruments does the flute belong?   

(a) brass   (b) woodwind   (c) string
8. Marvel Dingbats 
9. Cad é seo?   (a) cathaoir (b) stól (c) tolg
10. In sport, are the ‘hammer’ and ‘javelin’ field events or track events? 
11. What black and white animal loves to eat bamboo shoots?   

(a) panda (b) zebra   (c) penguin
12. Baby Teachers
13. Whizz Quiz clue: A flying mammal that is not thin?     



Answer 1

CHARM is an anagram of which month of 
the year?     

MARCH



Answer 2

How many playing cards are there in a 
whole deck (not counting any jokers)?     

52     (4 suits with 13 cards in each!)



Answer 3

The Tricky Teaser-

What 5-letter word is always pronounced 
wrong?     

Wrong



Answer 4

In which American city is the Statue of 
Liberty located?   

(a) New York
(b) Las Vegas   
(c) Washington



Answer 5

Where in the body would you find 
molars, incisors and canines?   

(a) in your ear   
(b) in your chest   
(c) in your mouth

They are types of teeth!



Answer 6

Is a cucumber a fruit or a vegetable?     

Fruit

(It grows from the flower of the plant and 
holds the seeds!)



Answer 7

To which family of instruments does 
the flute belong?   

(a) brass   
(b)woodwind
(c) string



Answer 8

Marvel Dingbats – Thor        (Thorn – n)



Answer 9

Cad é seo?   

(a) cathaoir
(b) stól
(c) tolg



Answer 10

In sport, are the hammer and javelin
field events or track events?     

Field events



Answer 11

What black and white animal loves to eat 
bamboo shoots?   

(a) panda
(b) zebra   
(c) penguin



Answer 12

Baby teachers –

It’s Mr. Smyth!



Answer 13

Clue: 

‘A flying mammal that is not thin?’

FAT BAT


